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Cross references are great and easy to use. However, if you want to turn them off for distraction-free reading, the preferences settings don’t work. One of the most challenging aspects of bible study is verse numbers, cross reference icons, and footnote symbols; they are even more distracting here because they are blue links. This product contains both the English Standard Version (ESV) and the ESV
Global Study Bible notes. Already own the ESV in Logos? You’ll get Dynamic Pricing on this product to reflect your ownership. The ESV Global Study Bible is a one-volume study resource for globally minded Christians everywhere. It has been designed from beginning to end to be highly accessible and value priced for distribution on a global scale. The Global Study Bible features a fresh design, with a wide
range of new features. Each book begins with an introduction, followed by a unique, insightful description of the global message of the book. Likewise, a set of new articles by global Christian leaders apply the Bible to global issues, such as the role of government, the nature of the church, world religions, social ethics, and missions and evangelism. The Global Study Bible’s notes and maps were adapted
from the best-selling ESV Study Bible and contain a wealth of information about the biblical text, history, and geography. With overviews of each Bible book, special facts, and character profiles, the Global Study Bible is an outstanding resource for Christians everywhere who seek to know and understand the truth of the Bible and its global meaning. Key Features Includes “global” description of each book
of the Bible Contains new articles by global Christian leaders to apply the Bible to world-wide issues Features notes and maps adapted from the ESV Study Bible Includes 12,000 study notes, 900 highlighted Bible facts, 80,000 cross references, 120 Bible character profiles, 120 duotone maps, charts, and illustrations, an extensive concordance, and a glossary of key terms People want so badly to have and
understand the Bible. The ESV Global Study Bible meets this desperate longing in a brilliant way. —Francis Chan, founder, Eternity Bible College In the Logos edition, this volume is enhanced by amazing functionality. Important terms link to dictionaries, encyclopedias, and a wealth of other resources in your digital library. Perform powerful searches to find exactly what you’re looking for. Take the
discussion with you using tablet and mobile apps. With Logos Bible Software, the most efficient and comprehensive research tools are in one place, so you get the most out of your study.Sample Pages from the Print Edition The ESV Global Study Bible is a one-volume study resource for globally minded Christians everywhere. It has been designed from beginning to end to be highly accessible and value
priced for distribution on a global scale. The Global Study Bible features a fresh design, with a wide range of new features. Each book begins with an introduction, followed by a unique, insightful description of the global message of the book. Likewise, a set of new articles by global Christian leaders apply the Bible to global issues, such as the role of government, the nature of the church, world religions,
social ethics, and missions and evangelism. Each print copy comes with free access to the online Global Study Bible, available anywhere worldwide with an Internet connection. The Global Study Bible's notes and maps were adapted from the best-selling ESV Study Bible and contain a wealth of information about the biblical text, history, and geography. With overviews of each Bible book, special facts, and
character profiles, the Global Study Bible is an outstanding resource for Christians everywhere who seek to know and understand the truth of the Bible and its global meaning.The ESV Global Study Bible is a one-volume study resource for globally minded Christians everywhere. It has been designed from beginning to end to be highly accessible and value priced for distribution on a global scale. The Global
Study Bible features a fresh design, with a wide range of new features. Each book begins with an introduction, followed by a unique, insightful description of the global message of the book. Likewise, a set of new articles by global Christian leaders apply the Bible to global issues, such as the role of government, the nature of the church, world religions, social ethics, and missions and evangelism. Each print
copy comes with free access to the online Global Study Bible, available anywhere worldwide with an Internet connection. The Global Study Bible’s notes and maps were adapted from the best-selling ESV Study Bible and contain a wealth of information about the biblical text, history, and geography. With overviews of each Bible book, special facts, and character profiles, the Global Study Bible is an
outstanding resource for Christians everywhere who seek to know and understand the truth of the Bible and its global meaning. For every copy purchased, Crossway will distribute a digital copy free to a Christian somewhere in the world. With this unique global strategy, everyone who buys a copy of the Global Study Bible will have a small part in “equipping the global church through God’s Word.”-Publisher
“We are building all our future ministry around the ESV. . . . The ESV satisfies the preaching, memorizing, studying, and reading needs of our church, from children to adults.” John Piper, Founder and Teacher, desiringGod.org; Chancellor, Bethlehem College & Seminary; author, Desiring God “The translation is outstanding. The ESV achieves a new standard in accurate Bible translations for our day.” R. C.
Sproul, Founder, Ligonier Ministries “I highly recommend the English Standard Version to you.” Joni Eareckson Tada, Founder and President, Joni and Friends “The ESV represents a new level of excellence in Bible translations—combining unquestionable accuracy in translation with a beautiful style of expression.” R. Albert Mohler Jr., President, The Southern Baptist Theological Seminary “The ESV is the
simply the best translation for combining accuracy, readability, and fidelity to the rich history of English Bible translation.” Kevin DeYoung, Senior Pastor, Christ Covenant Church, Matthews, North Carolina “The ESV has been my primary Bible for study and devotion. I like it best because it gives me a close sense of what the original says.” Ajith Fernando, Teaching Director, Youth for Christ, Sri Lanka;
author, Discipling in a Multicultural World “Having now read through the ESV several times in my personal devotional life, I have adopted it as the primary text for my teaching and writing ministry.” Nancy DeMoss Wolgemuth, author; host, Revive Our Hearts radio “The ESV is my translation of choice. . . . My walk with the Lord and my ministry have been enriched and blessed through this wonderful
translation.” Crawford W. Loritts Jr., author; speaker; radio host; Senior Pastor, Fellowship Bible Church, Roswell, Georgia “With the myriad of Bible translations on the market today, few stand out. The ESV is one of the few, and surpasses the others in its simple yet elegant style.” Daniel B. Wallace, Ph.D., Executive Director, Center for the Study of New Testament Manuscripts I learned of a free download
of the ESV Global Study Bible today. Take a few minutes and get your copy. The English Standard Version is the Bible translation we’ve had recommended to us. This ESV Study Bible is also “global” because the comments explain different aspects of reaching all people for Christ. Download a digital version for your device or to read in a browser. For every Bible purchased (maybe they mean the physical
copies), Crossway will donate a digital Bible to a Christian in another part of the world. Download this English Standard Version Bible for free from Amazon.com. I don’t know how long this offer is available. Details: ESV Global Study Bible (Ebook) Contributions by Christopher A. Beetham, How Chuang Chua, Matthew Ebenezer, Ajith Fernando, Jerry Hwang, Benyamin F. Intan, In Whan Kim, James H. O.
Kombo, Chee-Chiew Lee, Conrad Mbewe, Harold A. Netland, Dieumeme Noelliste, Michael Oh, Yusufu Turaki, Marvin R. Wilson, Philemon Yong esv bible download pdf › Verified 1 days ago› Url: Go Now › Get more: Esv bible download pdfAll Education Start your review of ESV Global Study Bible Hey, it's The Bible, so I wouldn't exactly say it has "READ" status, it's read AND still reading.There are
actually three aspects to rate for review...ESV: A great translation of the Bible if your focus is towards accuracy. For a more casual readability, I'd recommend the NLT Study Bible (I'll get to that one soon).This Bible is free to snag from the publisher itself. But speaking of snags, you will NOT be able to just email it to your Kindle, because it's well over 100MB, which is over Amazon's Hey, it's The Bible, so I
wouldn't exactly say it has "READ" status, it's read AND still reading.There are actually three aspects to rate for review...ESV: A great translation of the Bible if your focus is towards accuracy. For a more casual readability, I'd recommend the NLT Study Bible (I'll get to that one soon).This Bible is free to snag from the publisher itself. But speaking of snags, you will NOT be able to just email it to your Kindle,
because it's well over 100MB, which is over Amazon's 50MB limit and probably WELL over what your email provider will handle (Google/GMail is 20MB). So you'll need to plug your Kindle into your computer to transfer the file.The other issue is that frequently, with really LARGE books, I find my relatively modern Kindle Paperwhite, with 8GB of RAM that is NOWHERE NEAR to being full, just crashing and
rebooting itself. Note that AFTER the reboot, large books read fine without crashing a second time. Like something in there had to reset itself. I've found that phenomenon to happen frequently with both Study Bibles, but NOT the Standard ESV, so if you find the mention of this phenomenon disturbing and would rather not deal with it, and don't really WANT all the book intros and notes that a Study Bible will
give you, then just get the much smaller Standard ESV, it's free as well. ...more This Bible is an excellent resource for understanding God’s Word in light of His will for the world, with many helpful footnotes. I recommend most strongly. The English Standard Version (ESV) is my preferred translation for fidelity (informed by scholarship) and for preserving the stylistic grace to which my King James-calibrated
ear has been attuned. (Five Stars for the ESV translation!) The online version, offered as free side-bar resource on the ESV's online bible site (ESV.org), is infinitely more navigable than my Kindle version and the study content runs parallel to the bible text. Fantastic resource for "big-picture" perspective-taking, cross The English Standard Version (ESV) is my preferred translation for fidelity (informed by
scholarship) and for preserving the stylistic grace to which my King James-calibrated ear has been attuned. (Five Stars for the ESV translation!) The online version, offered as free side-bar resource on the ESV's online bible site (ESV.org), is infinitely more navigable than my Kindle version and the study content runs parallel to the bible text. Fantastic resource for "big-picture" perspective-taking, cross-study
of key concepts and themes, and also for granular analysis of words and phrases. The study resources reflect certain assumptions about the Bible's inerrancy that I do not wholly share. But I find that the conservative commentary is an important counterbalance to the more secular New Oxford Annotated Bible's commentary, which reflects the sensibilities of the academy. ...more Loved itI love this Bible.
The study notes were a great add in each chapter. It was a great experience. I highly suggest it! Good bible This is the good bible for specially a bible college student for more guidance and better understanding of bible teuths I followed the daily reading plan, was kind of rough to end with Job, Isaiah and Revelation all at once. The Bible is my all time favourite book - so a review of any translation of the
Bible will always get a 5-star rating from me :) But this translation is another one that I particularly like (second favourite after the NLT).After reading the non-study edition, and listening to the audio of this translation on YouVersion, I decided to get my own copy. And the reason I chose this particular ESV edition was...the maps!! I just love how well done the maps, charts, and other graphics are. There are ot
The Bible is my all time favourite book - so a review of any translation of the Bible will always get a 5-star rating from me :) But this translation is another one that I particularly like (second favourite after the NLT).After reading the non-study edition, and listening to the audio of this translation on YouVersion, I decided to get my own copy. And the reason I chose this particular ESV edition was...the maps!! I
just love how well done the maps, charts, and other graphics are. There are other Bibles out there with visuals included, but this is so far the best one I've found. The language is also very user friendly. It's not exactly a 'simple' text (some parts are quite wordy), but it's not as difficult to read as the KJV. ...more Getting the perspective from Christians in other countries who are not in the midst of the
idolatrous, materialistic West, was helpful and beneficial. Good notes and introductions to the books. Great for reference to use frequently.
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